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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Art Exhibits: "The Words of George Wald", CU.......................... October 1-30
Feature Film: "What's Up Doc?", Theater. (Show times available from
CU, Directors Office)........ October 5-6
Art Exhibits: "Two California Painters", CU........................... October 5-22
Tuborg Film: "Mutiny on the Bounty", Theater. (Show times available
from CU, Directors Office)....October 8
Art Exhibits: PRINT SALE, CU Lobby...................................October 10
Feature Film: "Carnal Knowledge", Theater. (Show times available from
CU, Directors Office)........ October 12-13
Women's Tennis: vs. Villanova, Away.......................October 16
Concert & Lecture: "The Search for the Androgyne", CU-307, 12:30 P.M...October 17
Women's Volleyball: vs. Penn, Away; Field Hockey: vs. Penn, Away.October 17
Men's Cross Country: vs. Drexel & Temple, Belmont Plateau............ October 19
Feature Film: "Comedy Night", Theater. (Show times abailable from
CU, Directors Office).........October 19-20
Women's Volleyball: vs. Swarthmore, Home.............................. October 21
New Line Cinema: Rolling Stones in "Sympathy for the Devil" and
"Reefer Madness", Theater.
(Show times available from
CU, Directors Office)........October 21-23
Men's Cross Country: vs. West Chester; Soccer: St. Joseph's, Home.....October 23
Women's Tennis: vs. Bucks County, Away................................ October 23
Concert & Lecture: "Redesigning the Future", Theater, 12:30.P.M......October 24
Women's Volleyball: vs. Franklin-Marshall, Away.......................October 24
Feature Film: "Clockwork Orange", Theater. (Show times available
from Directors Office)........October 25-26
Men's Soccer: vs. Phila. Textile, Away................................ October 26
Academic Convocation: "The Teacher".........   October 27
Concert & Lecture: "Mao's China:The Vision", Theater, 12:30 P.M......October 29
Women's Volleyball: vs. Penn State-Ogontz, Away; Field Hockey: vs.
Bucks County, Home............October 29
Tuborg Film: "Zorba the Greek", Theater. (Show times available from
CU Directors Office)..........October 29
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Men's Soccer: vs. Rider, Home.........................................October 30
Concert & Lecture: (TBA), Theater, 12:30 P.M.......................... October 31
Women's Field Hockey: vs. Widener, Home...............................October 31
Mid-semester holiday.................................................. November 1
Art Exhibits: "The Leah Schwartz Exhibit", CU........................ November 1-27
Men's Cross Country: vs. "Big 5", Belmont Plateau; Soccer; vs.
Hofstra, Away................ November 2
College Council....................................................... November ̂
Day & Evening: Mid-semester grades due............................... November L
Art Exhibits: "Color Drawings & Monotypes", CU....................... November 5-22
Women's Volleyball: vs. Eastern, Away........................   November 5
Faculty Meeting................................. November 6
Day & Evening: Last day for withdrawal from courses for the fall
semester..................... November 6
Men's Soccer: vs. West Chester, Home.................................. November 6
Concert & Lecture: "The Called and the Chosen", CU 307, 12:30 P.M....November 7
Academic Affairs Committee............................................ November 8
Testbook requisitions due in bookstore................................ November 8
Men's Cross Country: vs. E.C.C.'s, Belmont Plateau.................... November 9
Men's Soccer: vs. Haverford, Away..................................... November 9
Concert & Lecture: Concert of music, Theater, 12:30 P.M.............. November 12
Men's Soccer: vs. Villanova, Home ................................. November 13
Concert & Lecture: "Evolution And Order", Theater, 12:30 P.M......... November 14
Men's Soccer: vs. I.C.4 A's, N.Y.City................................. November 18
Tuborg Film: "Citizen Kane", Theater.(Show times available from CU
Directors Office)............ November 19
Concert & Lecture: Richard Howard,Theater, 12:30 P.M................. November 19
Concert & Lecture: "Vietnam And Watergate", Olney 100, 12:30 P.M..... November 21
Feature Film: "Film Orgy", Theater. (Show times available from CU
Directors Office)............ November 23
CALENDAR OF EVENTS    Page 2
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS  Page 3
Concert & Lecture: The Melos Woodwind Quintet, Theater, 8:00 P.M.....November 26
Thanksgiving Holidays................................................ .November 28-29
Men's Basketball: vs. U.S. Military Academy, Palestra.................November 29
College Council....................................................... December 2
New Line Cinema: "The Best of the Woman's Film Fest.", Theater. (Show
times available from CU
Directors Office)............. December 2-4
Men's Basketball: vs. Lehigh, Away.................................... December 4
Men’s Swimming: vs. Monmouth, Away..................................... December 4
Art Exhibits: "Archeologic Abstractions", CU.......................... December 1-20
Concert & Lecture: President's Forum, CU 301, 12:30 P.M............... December 5
Woman's Basketball: vs. Eastern, Away..................................December 5
Art Exhibits: "John W. Winkler's San Francisco", CU...................December 5-22
Academic Affairs Committee...................................  December 6
Feature Films: "Paper Moon", Theater. (Show times available from CU
Directors Office)............. December 7-8
Men's Basketball: vs. Biscayne Palestra............................... December 7
Tuborg Film: "The Informer", Theater. (Show times available from
CU Directors Office)........... December 10
Women's Swimming: vs. Swarthmore, Away.................................December 10
Women's Basketball: vs. Phila. Bible, Home.............................December 10
Evening Division: End of Fall Semester Classes at 10:15 P.M............. December 10
Men's Basketball: vs. Lafayette, Away.................................. December 11
Evening Division: Fall Semester Exams.................................. December 11-17
Day School: End of Fall Semester Classes at U:30 P.M...................December 13
Men's Basketball: vs. Holy Cross, Palestra................   December 14
Day School: Fall Semester Exams........................................December 16-20
Men's Basketball: vs. Canisius, Palestra...............................December 18
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MESSAGES OF INTEREST:
COUNSELING CENTER
ACTIVITIES REPORT AVAILABLE
The Counseling Center recently completed a summer activities report. The report 
presents the work of the Center including the Pre-College Counseling Program and its 
evaluation. Faculty members who are interested in reviewing this report may obtain 
a copy from the Center.
GRADUATE AWARD DIRECTORY DISTRIBUTED
The 1975 Graduate Award Directory has been distributed to all seniors with an 
index of 3.2 and higher. This planning guide, which is available to faculty members 
and seniors, may be obtained from the Center.
##################
LIBRARY
THE INDIRECT REQUEST WORKS BEST
The Union Library Catalogue of Pennsylvania will no longer honor direct requests 
for location of materials. All requests for such information will be handles through 
the Reference Department of the Library. Faculty members are therefore asked to 
give their requests for locations to the reference staff in writing with complete 
bibliographic information.
MORE FILMS AVAILABLE
The Library, through its membership in the Tri-State College Library Cooperative 
can obtain l6mm films for class use. A catalogue of available films can be obtained 
in the Reference Department. Requests for films should be given to the reference 
staff at least two weeks prior to the showing date. There is a $3.00 charge for 
this service.
SECURITY
###########
CAUTION BEGETS CONTENTMENT
The following item was submitted for your notice by R.V. Watson, Captain of 
the La Salle College Security Force;
PLEASE take a few extra minutes when parking your car to observe the following 
conditions:
1. Lock all doors.
2. Roll all windows up.
3. Turn lights off.
4. No packages or anything of value should be left in view.
Experience has told me that under the above conditions your chances of being a 
burglary statistic will be greatly reduced. If you have any special security 
problems, feel free to contact me, or one of the guard lieutenants.
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GENERAL
FACULTY RECEPTION
A self-supporting reception for the faculty will be held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
on Friday, October 25 in the Presidential Suite.
CLOTHING DRIVE FOR THE NEEDY
All faculty and staff are invited to participate in a used clothing drive for 
the needy overseas and the Catholic Relief Famine Appeal, which the Campus Ministry 
is sponsoring.
################
CRIES AND WHISPERS.................... AND COOS
A baby girl was born to Caryn Musil of the English Department on September 26, 
1974.  Caryn is on maternity leave this term.
CIAO, MAJOR
Major Helmut Gauss, assistant professor of military science has been trans­
ferred to Italy and wishes to express his appreciation to his many friends at 
La Salle for their support, cooperation, and advice while he was stationed with 
the College's ROTC.
##############
LA SALLE FEATURED IN TV SPECIAL
Six La Salle College suudents will be featured on a WPVI-TV (Ch. 6) 
"The Prospective Youth Series", at 12:30 P.M. on Saturday, November 9th. 
will discuss the question of Amnesty with representatives of the Friends 
Committee and American Legion.
special, 
The group 
Service
PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC.
BANGS, Brother Arthur J., F.S.C., assistant professor, education, was
among 200 college and university officials who visited the 1974
Fort Bragg ROTC Advanced Camp, July 9-12. During the visit Brother 
Bangs had an opportunity to observe every phase of ROTC cadet 
training.
BERNIER, Joseph J., assistant professor, psychology, presented a paper
written by Dr. Peter J. Filicetti entitled "College Presentation 
and Treatment of Drug-Alcohol Related Problems" to a symposium at 
the annual convention of the American Psychological Association in 
New Orleans, August 30.
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PUBLISHED, MET, 
BUTLER,
CHRISTOPHER,
DIEHL,
DI MARCO,
DONDERO,
FAIR,
Dr. James A., assistant professor, English, has been commissioned 
to do a critical edition of Wordsworth’s The Ruined Cottage as a 
volume in the Cornell Wordsworth Series to be published by Cornell 
University Press. He also has the following articles forthcoming: 
"Wordsworth's Tuft of Primroses: 'An Unrelenting Doom'" in Studies 
in Romanticism; "Wordsworth, Cottle, and the Lyrical Ballads,"
Journal of English and Germanic Philology; "Two New Wordsworth 
Letters," Notes & Queries; "Wordsworth's Funeral: A Contemporary 
Report," English Language Notes; "Baylay's Tour of the Lakes, 1800: 
A Manuscript Journal," The Wordsworth Circle.
Brother F., F.S.C., coordinator of Transfer Admissions,and Gary 
Hopkins (U. of Delaware) gave their presentation of foreign student 
admissions to the "New-comers Workshop" at the annual meeting of 
the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs in Albur- 
querque, New Mexico, May 28. Representatives of the State Depart­
ment voiced interest in the project and were present to review it.
Dr. George, assistant professor, fine arts, has recently been 
awarded his Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. He has been 
appointed to a two year term as chairman of the Mid-Atlantic 
Chapter of the American Musicological Society, and also as Senior 
Artistic Vice-President of Franklin Concerts Inc. In addition, Dr. 
Diehl is serving as Chairman of Humanities in La Salle's evening 
division, in professor Michael Dillon's absence.
Dr. Domenico A., associate professor, foreign languages, has 
recently delivered a lecture on "Italian Peotry in the 20th Century 
to members of the Philadelphia Chapter of the American Association 
of Teachers of Italian. His article, "Il Nuovo Linguaggio del 
Manzoni," has been published in the July-August issue of La Parola 
del Popolo.
Brother John P., F.S.C., professor, psychology, has recently partic- 
ipated in the following:
1. Co-Director, Retreat for Provincials of the Christian Brothers 
in the United States, Sante Fe, New Mexico, June 1974.
2. Director, Human Relations Workshop, Narragansett, R.I., July 17 
19.
SPOKE, ETC.(CON’T)
3. Director, Workshop for the Division of Alcoholism and Drug 
Abuse, West Virginia Department of Mental Health, Charleston,
W. Va., September 19.
Co-Director, Workshop for Administrators of the Christian 
Brothers New Orleans Province, October 11-13.
Dr. Theopolis, assistant professor, history, delivered a lecture 
entitled "La Revolucion en el Sur de Sudamerica" at Temple Univer­
sity's Total Emersion in Spanish Program in May. He was appointed 
a member of the Board of Directors of the Afro-American Historical 
'76 Bicentennial Corporation in April. Dr. Fair is a consultant 
with 20th Century Fox for a movie about Independence National 
Historical Park, and is also serving on the Historians Advisory 
Board of Phila. '76, and The Policy Committee of the Second World 
Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture.- 6-
PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC.(CON'T)
FITZGERALD,
FOLEY,
HENNESSY,
KERLIN,
LABUNKA,
LANG,
PFEIFFER,
Eugene, associate professor, philosophy, has been selected as an 
Outstanding Educator of America for the years 1974-75 by the 
national organization Outstanding Educators of America. He has 
also had his article the "Case For College Athletics" published in 
the summer issue of La Salle Magazine.
In addition he will give a lecture on "The Search For the Androgyne" 
in the Concert and lecture Series on October 17, at the CU.
Fred J. Jr., assistant professor, political science, presented a 
paper entitled "Community Control and Metropolitan Proposals For 
School Reform: A Question of Power" at the 1974 National Conference 
on Public Administration of the American Society of Public 
Administration in Syracuse, N. Y., May 8, 1974.  He also published 
a reveiw of George Lanoue and Bruce Smith's The Politics of School 
Decentralization in the June 1974 edition of Western Political 
Quarterly.
Dr. Arthur L., associate professor, history, served March-May, as 
Southeastern Pennsylvania coordinator of Pittsburgh Mayor Peter 
Flaherty's campaign for the Democratic nomination for the U.S. 
Senate. In his other political activities, Dr. Hennessy was elected 
a member of the executive committee of the Bucks County Democratic 
Party on June 29, and served as moderator for the Shapp-Kline 
Platforms Hearings on Education in Philadelphia on September 9.
Dr. Michael J., associate professor, philosophy, attended an 
institute on seventeenth and eighteenth century philosophy for six 
weeks this summer at Roger Williams College in Bristol, R.I. The 
institute was under a grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities and the Council for Philosophical Studies.
Miroslav, assistant professor, history, was among 200 college and 
university officials who visited the 1974 Fort Bragg ROTC Advanced 
Camp on July 9-12. During the visit professor Labunka had an 
opportunity to observe every phase of ROTC cadet training.
James T., lecturer, fine arts, was invited to serve as juror of 
Selection and Awards for the Annual Exhibition of the Philadelphia 
Art Teacher's Association held in May/June at the Philadelphia 
Civic Center Museum. During the month of August, Lang presented 
a one-man exhibition of lithographic prints at the Birmingham 
Museum of Art, Alabama. Lang's multi-media prints were given a 
special display at the Bell Art Gallery in Harvey Cedars, New 
Jersey. Presently, Lang is showing three color lithographs in the 
Annual Exhibition of the American Color Print Society at the 
Philadelphia Art Alliance.
Dr. Mark G., associate professor, psychology, has coauthored a 
paper with assistant professor Duane Small entitled "Application 
of Multiattribute Utility Sealing to Curriculum Education"
which Small presented at the 45th annual meeting of the Easter 
Psychological Association in April. Interested parties may obtain 
copies of the report from Pfeiffer.
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PUBLISHED, MET, SPOKE, ETC.(CON'T)
POLEK,
ROSSI,
SMALL,
SMITH,
STOW,
WALLACE,
Robert F., lecturer, chemistry, received his Master of Science 
Degree in chemistry from Villanova University in May. He also 
attended the Eighth International Miles Symposium on "Role of 
Immunilogical Factors" at John Hopkins Medical School, in Balti­
more, June 6-7.
Dr. John P., associate professor and chairman, history, has had his 
article, "The Marx Brothers in Philadelphia," published in the 
summer-fall 1974 issue of the Philadelphia Review.
Dr. Duane W., assistant professor, psychology, has coauthored a 
paper with associate professor Mark Pfeiffer, entitled "Application 
of Multiattribute Utility Sealing to Curriculum Education" which 
he presented at the 45th annual meeting of the Eastern 
Psychological Association in April. Interested parties may obtain 
a copy of the report from Pfeiffer.
Dr. John A., associate professor, psychology, has been appointed to 
a three year term on the Archdiocesan Board of Education by John 
Cardinal Kroll in August. In July he was appointed to the Board of 
Advisors of St. Vincents Home for Children, and during May he 
chaired a panel discussion on Paraprofessional Education at the 
Pennsylvania Psychological Association. Dr. Smith has recently 
earned a certificate of completion in Family therapy from the Family 
Institute of Philadelphia.
Dr. George B., assistant professor, history, presented a paper 
entitled,"Thomas Walsingham, John Malvern, and the Vita Ricardi 
Secundi, 1377-1381: A Reassessment," at the Ninth Conference on 
Medieval Studies at Western Michigan University, May 10.
Brother Anthony, F.S.C., associate professor, education, was 
appointed to the Research Evaluation Committee of the National 
Study of School Evaluation Executive Committee at its August 
meeting at Mount Pocono, Pa. He will serve as chairman of the 
Middle States Evaluation Committee for St. Cecilia's High School, 
Washington, D.C., November 11-14, and also as consultant to 
Hallahan Catholic High and Holy Name High, Bethlehem, Pa. for the 
preparation for Middle States Evaluation during the coming year.
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The following article was submitted by Brother Emery Mollenhauer, F.S.C., Ph.D.,
Vice President of Academic Affairs:
CRISIS IN ENGLISH WRITING 
BY Malcolm G. Scully
(This article appeared in the September 25, 1974 issue of The Chronicle of 
Higher Education.)
Teaching students how to write-never a job at which colleges and universities 
have been especially adept-has become increasingly diffucult and time-consuming, 
according to reports from many English departments.
Stories of students who "can’t write” or who are "functionaJ.lv illiterate” 
come not only from two-year colleges and four-year institutions with open 
admissions, but also from some private colleges and major public institutions that 
have traditionally attracted verbally skilled students.
The problems reflect, at least in part, changing trends in high-school 
education, where the emphasis on English composition has been reduced.
They reflect as well a growing feeling on the part of many students that they 
should take writing courses to improve their chances for employment after college.
'A NEW CLIENTELE'
The pressures from students who need remedial or basic instructions in writing 
and from those who are demanding more practical, courses in writing are forcing 
some English departments to re-examine their basic approach to the study of 
English. The predominant emphasis on literary studies is being challenged.
John Hurt Fisher, professor of English at the University of Tennessee and 
former executive secretary of the Modern Language Association, says, "We have a new 
clientele that doesn’t want English the way it has been, and we have a profession 
that won't have it any other way.”
Whether English departments can adjust to the clash between the profession and 
the "new clientele" is the "central issue to the survival of English in the next 
25 years,” Mr. Fisher says.
His successor at the Modern Language Association, William D. Schaefer, adds,
"My impression is that on a national level we have failed-have continued to fail- 
to meet the challenge of illiteracy among college-level students.”
CHAIRMEN SURVEYED
Some of the complaints about bad writing and "functional illiteracy” represent 
merely the latest version of the traditional harrumphing by older faculty members 
brooding about the collapse of standards.
But evidence of more basic problems comes from a wide variety of institutions.
A recent survey of department chairmen conducted by the M.L.A.'s Association 
of Departments of English found widespread, though not universal, concern that 
"students are coming from high school with a far less firm grasp on fundamentals 
than before-middle-class as well as disadvantaged students."
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CRISIS III. ENGLISH WRITING (CONTINUED)
The chairmen also reported that other departments in their institutions felt 
that the English departments were not doing a good job of teaching the students how 
to write once they entered college.
Amont the specific comments:
1. From a catholic women's college: "Students are less prepared than ever for 
articulating thoughts in writing. They are affected by anti-linguistic 
assumptions of our culture."
2. From a major state university in the Far West: "We have to offer more 
remedial composition as a result of poor high-school training. In 1970, we had 
106 remedial students; now we have 376. These are not minority kids but WASPs 
from supposedly good high-schools."
3. From a public urban university in the South: "We're getting verbally 
gifted students who can's organize their thoughts in writing."
4. From a prestigious women's college in New England: "We are faced with an 
increasingly desperate attempt to overcome the semi-literacy of most incoming 
students, who have had little or no practice in reading or writing."
WRITING SAMPLE REQUESTER
At Bowdoin College, the faculty voted unanimously last summer to require a 
writing sample from all applicants to make sure its students are proficient writers.
The admissions office has modified the requirement somewhat. It tells all 
applicants that their chances for admission will be "considerably enhanced if you 
submit to us a sample of your writing (not corrected by parents, English teacher, 
guidance counselor, etc.)."
The faculty's resolution said the decision was necessary "in view of what 
appears to be a general decline in 'linguistic skills' among secondary school 
graduates."
The lack of writing skills has affected the work of other departments besides 
English.
In a report for the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching on 
undergraduate education in political science, John D. Millett of the Academy for 
Educational Development reports that departments of political science that have been 
enrolling students "on a non-selective or less selective basis have found in the 
past few years that many of their students did not have an adequate background in 
reading and in use of the English language to maintain the instructional pace 
appropriate for other students."
He adds: "Often, departments have changed things and in the process have 
lowered their expectations of what was expected of students. This is known as the 
process of 'altering course content to correspond more nearly to the background 
of the students.'"
As is usual when concern about students'abilities emerges, many professors 
and department chairmen place the blame for the decline in writing skills on the 
high schools, where, they say, students are being given an increasing number of 
options-of which composition is only one-for fulfilling their English requirement.
CRISIS IN ENGLISH (CONTINUED) 
LITTLE PREPARATION
Robert F. Hogan, executive secretary of the National Council of Teachers of 
English, an organisation that includes both high-school and college teachers, 
says it is now possible for a future teacher of high school English to go all the 
way through high school, college, and into the teaching profession without having 
had a course in composition since the ninth grade.
Mr. Hogan says that decisions by state departments of public instruction have 
had a significant impact on how much training in writing students receive.
In Pennsylvania, he notes, prospective "English" teachers can now be certified 
by choosing to specialize in one of a number of options, such as speech, theater, 
linguistics, or writing.
Elsewhere, he says, states have adopted or are considering standardized tests 
to measure educational progress. The tests are designed to measure competence 
and avoid "social promotion," Mr. Hogan says, but they rarely measure writing 
ability. Nonetheless, once standardized tests are adopted, they determine "what 
will be taught in the schools."
Thus far, such decisions by high schools and state departments of public 
instruction have been made with little or no participation by higher education in 
general or English departments in particular.
’MAKE OURSELVES KNOWN’
"State departments of public instruction have been around for a long time. The 
chief response of English departments has been to ignore them," he says. "The 
lesson is clear. The time to make ourselves known to state departments is before 
anything more happens."
One consequence of the rising concern over writing may be a move back toward 
required freshman English after several years of easing requirements.
Ron Smith, an assistant professor of English at Utah State University, reports 
that between 1967 and 1973 the proportion of colleges with no composition 
requirement rose from 6 per cent to 24 per cent, based on a survey of 491 
institutions.
Now, however, at least some colleges are considering reinstating the require­
ment or are looking for new ways to assure students can write. As one department 
chairmen says sadly, "We've had to go back to dumbbell English."
At two-year colleges enrolling students without traditional verbal skills and 
at four-year institutions with open admissions, English departments have generally 
reoriented their programs to the needs of students for basic writing skills.
At the City College of New York, for instance, the number of English courses 
devoted to literature declined from 70 per cent before open admissions was adopted 
in 1970 to less than 50 per cent in 1973-74. Every member of the department is 
required to teach at least one course in composition.
Edward Quinn, chairman of the department, say that about 5 per cent of the 
college’s entering students are exempted from writing courses because they don’t 
need them. Of the remaining 95 per cent, 75 per cent need some form of remedial 
program.
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CRISIS IN ENGLISH (CONTINUED)
The college has adopted strict requirements for students-they must produce up 
to 10,000 words in a semester, written in acceptable, standard English.
The college does not accept competence in a student's own dialect as meeting 
the requirement, Mr. Quinn notes.
"Of course, the student has the right to his own language, but he has a right 
to more than that. He has the right to learn standard English. Without it he 
lacks the secret of the control he seeks," he adds.
The arrival of vast numbers of students without writing skills, as at City 
College, the reported lack of skills on the part of some traditional students, and 
the increasing pressure from students who want colleges to provide them with voca­
tional skills have all combined to force English departments to re-examine their 
basic commitments to teaching "literature" from a professional, scholarly point of 
view.
At a recent conference on the future of undergraduate English, financed by the 
Carnegie Corporation, a group of professors and department chairmen concluded that 
college English teachers have "received inadequate, if any, instruction in the 
teaching of writing."
Thus, they said in a report of their conclusions, the profession "has neither 
a full understanding of the difficulties students have in mastering writing nor 
fully effective methods for helping them become better writers."
REFOCUSING INTERESTS
Another group at the same conference concluded, "Teachers of English must be 
willing to refocus their teaching and scholarly interests so that they can meet the 
writing needs of their students.
"This may mean that scholars and teachers need to add to their private 
intellectual study a deep, continuous, and scholarly concern with the problems and 
techniques of teaching writing and composition."
Michael Shugrue, dean of faculties at Richmond College of the City University 
of New York and a former official of the Modern Language Association, suggests that 
the role of college English teachers has shifted from introducing students to 
"great literature" to introducing "growing numbers of young adults to literacy-to 
reading, writing, and even to speaking."
Mr. Shugrue adds that prestigious departments in prestigious institutions 
can, and probably should, continue to function as departments of literature.
For the others, he says, those that continue to "treat their major primary 
function as literature departments are going to face further retrenchment."
The following two articles were submitted by Dr. Thomas N. McCarthy, Vice 
President for Student Affairs:
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Fowler, Gerard A. " Trust: The Fiduciary Relationship Between The
Student and The Institution". NCEA College Newsletter, March,1974.
(Dr. Fowler is Vice President for Student Development at 
St. Louis University)
(Reprinted with the author’s permission)
I have been asked to discuss the matter of trust as it relates to 
the student within a Catholic institution of higher education. The 
trust relationship is one of particular significance to me in that 
dealing with students in the area of student affairs both in the 
State university and most recently within a Catholic university I 
have been faced with the responsibility of determining policy re­
lating to students' conduct within the institution.
Most of you are aware of the action which the courts have taken 
within the recent years: action resulting in the bringing of the 
Constitution to college campuses. Since the 1880's until the land­
mark decision of Dixon vs. Alabama, the predominant role of all 
institutions of higher education was that of serving in loco parentis. 
It may be argued that Catholic or, more generally, religious institu­
tions were more in loco parentis than state institutions. However, 
a careful analysis of rules and regulations relating to each indicate 
that this hypothesis is probably more apparent than real. With the 
advent of the decision laid down in the Dixon case in 1961, numerous 
institutions scurried about attempting to bring their policies and 
procedures into accord with what was determined to be procedural or 
at least substantive due process. The hue and cry of administrators 
and deans throughout the country was something to behold. The re­
sponse ranged from joyful acceptance of the fact that students were 
finally going to be treated as adults to cries that the courts were 
medling in education; an area where they had no expertise and could 
probably do nothing but aggravate what was already becoming an 
untenable situation. Catholic institutions were by no means immune 
from these machinations, although numerous private schools found 
consolence in the fact that most probably they would not be found 
to be engaging in state action and accordingly, could, if they 
wished, legally ignore the decision handed down in the Dixon case. 
However, the spirit or construct spelled out in the Dixon case went 
beyond mere law and opted for a sense of fair play on the part of 
institutions dealing with their students.
Lest I be judged guilty of ignoring changes in legal theory re­
garding the state action concept, let me hasten to point out that 
contemporary legal opinion indicates that since private universities 
require state license and charter and may receive special tax treat­
ment or financial assistance from state government, they are in­
creasingly being considered a public service. At least one judge 
has observed that: "Administrators of a private college...do the 
work of the state, often in place of the state. Does it not follow 
that they stand in the state's shoes? And, if so, are they not then 
agents of the state, subject to the constitutional restraints on 
government action to the same extent as private persons who govern a 
company town."3 It seems apparent that any legal distinction between 
state and private institution regarding state action is almost oblit­
erated.
FROM: Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs
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That was really an aside--back to the results of the Dixon case.
Again, you are probably all aware of the rather lengthy and de­
tailed additions educators managed to attach to the guidelines set 
out in the Dixon case. We went from a mere declaration that a 
student must be provided notice of the charges and witnesses against 
him, an opportunity to present his own case to the Board or admin­
istrative officer, and a written report of the result of the hearing, 
to elaborate procedures involving cross-examination, right to 
counsel, elaborate appeal systems and the injection of attorneys 
onto university campuses. Having been involved in this melee, as 
I'm sure many persons here have been, I can attest to the fact that 
it was not a pleasant experience. Something bothered me as we went 
through endless committee meetings attempting to legislate student 
rights. It appeared to me that the more we tried to define student 
rights and to honor them, thus affording students their constitu­
tional privileges, the more we became entangled in legalistic rhetoric 
with the end result being the generation of much hostility and 
frustration in all sectors of the campus.
Several years after the Dixon case, or perhaps in a kind of tan­
gential way, another legal theory was evolving which manifested 
itself most recently in the issue of collective bargaining relating 
to faculty, and that is the contract theory as it applies to higher 
education. Many institutions, most notably Syracuse University, 
chose to regard their relationship with the student as one of con­
tract, with the catalog serving as the formal document binding both 
parties within the educational enterprize with certain rights and 
obligations.
In the instance of Anthony v. Syracuse,4 a coed was dismissed by 
university authorities who had learned that she was a trouble maker 
in her sorority house. They indicated that they did not regard her 
as a "typical Syracuse girl." The coed appealed to the court on 
the grounds that a student at the university functions under a con­
tractual relationship and after complying with rules of scholarship 
and deportment is entitled to complete her degree.
The university contended that the students attendance was con­
tingent upon the policy stated on the registration card which she 
had signed. This card stated that attendance at the university was 
a privilege and not a right, and that in order to safeguard scholar­
ship and the moral atmosphere, the university reserved the right to 
require the withdrawal of any student at any time for any reason.
I can discover no reason why a student may not agree to grant 
to the institution an optional right to terminate the relation 
between them. The contract between an institution and a 
student does not differ in this respect from contracts of 
employment....5
"Contract rules were developed to deal with the hard bargains made 
by self-interested persons operating in a commercial setting."6 The 
bargain that we in Catholic higher education are about should have 
none of the elements common to the activity between two individuals 
each trying to serve his own best interest. The student who enters
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our institution should be assured that his educational, moral, and 
spiritual development is at least as important to us as to him or 
her. Accordingly, the students, faculty, and staff of our institution 
should share the same feeling of educational mission and pursuit of 
knowledge and truth. I believe that what I am saying is so obvious 
to everyone here that I can simply dismiss the contract theory as 
not being a viable concept in terms of the manner in which we should 
relate to our students. I must admit with all candor that I toyed 
with the contract concept at length attempting to relate it to my 
own institutional activities and was almost persuaded that this was 
in fact the only way that a college bureaucracy could relate to its 
students. However, in the final analysis it became obvious that 
contract rules were incongruous with what I consider to be the educational process.
It appears to me that universities progressed from a motif of 
relating to their students as parent to child (in loco parentis) to 
a strict adversary role, the latter being as debilitating as the 
first. Numerous court decisions indicate or at least hint that 
judges share this feeling. The United States District Court for the 
Western District of Missouri delivered the following statement:
The nature and procedures of the disciplinary process in such 
cases should not be required to conform to federal processes of 
criminal law, which are far from perfect, and designed for 
circumstances and ends unrelated to the academic community. By 
judicial mandate to impose upon the academic community in 
student discipline the intricate, time consuming, soohisticated 
procedures, rules and safeguards of criminal law would frustrate 
the teaching process and render the institutional control 
impotent.
A similar philosophy was set forth in the Goldberg case:
Historically, the academic community has been unique in having 
its own standards, rewards and punishments. Its members have 
been allowed to go about their business of teaching and learning 
largely free of outside interference. To compel such a community 
to recognize and enforce precisely the same standards and penal­
ties that prevail in the broader social community would serve 
neither the special needs and interests of the educational in­
stitution, nor the ultimate advantages that society derives there­
from. Thus, in an academic community, greater freedoms and 
greater restrictions may prevail than in society at large, and 
the subtle fixing of these limits should, in a large measure, be 
left to the educational institution itself.8
At the time I entered into Catholic higher education, I began to 
explore another legal or semi-judicial theory regarding the relation­
ship of a student to his institution, and this is the fiduciary con­
cept. This theory provides a basis for what I believe to be the most 
serviceable foundation upon which universities can begin to build 
policies prescribing the manner in which they relate to their 
students. Throughout history trust has been the foundation upon 
which education has been based. Education, as religion, involves
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a certain amount of faith in the teacher or the doctrines which are 
set forth. All that we accept as education and learning cannot now 
and probably never will be subject to scientific analysis and proof.
The fiduciary theory replaces thelaw of contracts with the law of status." The term "fiduciary" is derived from the Latin fiduciarius 
which the Civil Law denotes one in a position of trust.10
A fiduciary relation exists between two persons when one of 
them is under a duty to act for or give advice for the benefit 
of another upon matters within the scope of the relation... the 
liability is not solely dependent upon an agreement or con­
tractual relation...but results from the relation.11
The courts have not demonstrated complete agreement in the 
characteristics which give rise to fiduciary duties. However, they 
have recognized relationships through decisions rendered concerning: 
husband-wife, doctor-patient, guardian-ward, attorney-client, pro­
moter-corporation, corporate diector-shareholder, administrator-heir, 
trustee-beneficiary, and clergyman-parishioner.
At least one observer hasindicated that all the characteristics 
necessary for a fiduciary relationship exist in the student-univer­
sity relationship.
All of the elements of a fiduciary relation are present 
in the student-university relationship. It is no small trust--no 
small display of confidence to place oneself under the educational 
mentorship of a particular university. The value of an education­
al experience is directly affected by the school's conscientious, 
faithful performance of its duties --duties which are directed 
toward the student’s benefit. The educator has the responsibility 
of setting out tasks, the performance of which will presumably 
benefit the student. The student performs these tasks in reliance 
upon the educator's good faith performance of his duties as a 
teacher. In addition to often making confidential disclosures 
about his background, his health and his financial situation in 
applications for admission and assistance, the student is expected 
to confide in course and career counselors who are appointed by 
the university. More important, in the examination process a 
university typically commands the student to disclose opinions on 
art, religion, history, philosophy, political theory and the 
like, in order to discover the extent of his learning, ability 
and potential. In making these disclosures, the student reposes 
confidence in the school’s skill and objectivity in evaluating, 
scoring and reporting these manifestations of learning, ability 
and potential.
The university undertakes to select those who are competent 
to reach and to establish for its students' benefit an atmosphere 
conducive to intellectual development and to present a program of 
studies and activities designed to expand and develop its 
students' mental horizons. This is so whether a university is 
oriented toward the liberal arts or toward awarding professional 
degrees. These are the qualities they stress in their catalogues 
and at their orientation lectures and alumni dinners.12
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Assuming that we accept this fiduciary relationship as the founda­
tion on which we both as individuals and as an institution will 
attempt to relate to our students, let's hypothesize for a moment as 
to what this theory would entail. First, it would acknowledge that 
our students have a very vested interest in all that takes place 
within an institution of higher education that affects their ability 
to learn. This obviously says some things about governance, faculty 
evaluations, and the role the students would be permitted to play in 
terms of collective bargaining if that role were to be pursued on a 
campus.
Secondly, it places a much heavier burden upon faculty, adminis­
trators, and staff than either of the two previously mentioned theor­
ies. For it means that these individuals must operate from a value 
construct that demonstrates their total commitment to educational 
development of the individual. This includes the necessity of 
subjugating demands or wishes from other factions of the university 
community to the needs of our students. We must demonstrate by our 
actions that students can enter into a trust relationship with us 
regarding their education and be assured that we will make every 
effort to honor our commitment to them. This motif acknowledges the 
fact that man is fallible, and once he or she enters into a trust 
relationship with us that we have no intention of writing them off the 
first, second, or third time they fall on their face.
Third, it says something about the doctrine of caveat emptor in 
that if we are to establish a fiduciary relationship we must opt for 
a truth in packaging law as it affects our educational insitutiton.
By this I mean that which we promise students when they enter our 
doors and that which we provide must be in accord. Parenthetically,
I might state that this situation appears somewhat rare in higher 
education today.
Fourth, an acceptance of this theory says things about how we 
handle student conduct on our campuses. I have been advised not to 
get into or become bogged down in a discussion of parietals, coed 
housing, drugs on campus, volatile speakers, or whatever advice 
which I am quick to heed. However, the spirit of the fiduciary 
relationship indicates that we would deal with such issues in a 
different manner from that which might be expected by our alumni and 
some of our most vocal critics. And I think in considering this 
relationship, we need to be aware of that to which would commit 
ourselves.
Fifth, I would suggest that by pursuing such a relationship with 
students, we are embarking on an unchartered course. A course for 
which we have very little legal foundation, very little documentation 
from educational theory or textbooks, or even from personal ex­
perience.
Now to the more positive aspects of the fiduciary relationship as 
it relates to an institution.
First, I see such a relationship as being growth producing in that 
it makes very stringent demands both on faculty, students, and staff 
in the way in which they approach their education, in the way they
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relate to one another, and the actions they take during their educa­
tional career. I believe that by acknowledging this trust relation­
ship and working within it we will produce a more trust-conscious 
and trust-oriented society.
Second, I see such a philosophy as fostering an openness within 
the educational community, such an openness fostering change and 
hopefully progress.
Third, I would hope that such a procedure would provide for the 
creation of an educational community whereby education and partici­
pation in the university community, with all of its rewards and re - 
sponsibilites, would be viewed by everyone involved as a pleasurable 
and meaningful activity; as opposed tothat ethos which I believe I 
have sensed on campuses in the past--that education is intended to 
be a painful and unpleasant experience.
Last, the point that I find to be of most joy is that the pro­
pensity of administrators and faculty to constantly look over their 
shoulders to see what the courts say we should do about issues on 
our campus, particularly student issues, would be subdued, and that 
we would begin to function from a premise as to what we as Catholic 
educators and facilitators of student growth and development think 
to be the best modus operandi. Some people may view this as merely 
a return to the academy. Others might mistakenly construe it to be 
just another form of in loc parentis. And in this brief amount of 
time, I am not certain that I can say that I have given you any 
reason to believe to the contrary. However, I would look forward to 
discussing the tenets I have set forth with any of you who feel that 
this topic would be worth pursuing.
FOOTNOTES
1294 Fed. 2nd 150 (1961) .2See Goldman, The University and the Liberty of Its 
Students--A Fiduciary Theory, 54 Ky. L.J. 650 (1966).
3Ibid.
4231 N.Y.S. 435 (1928).
5Ibid.
Goldman, o.p. cit., p. 653.
7"General order on Judicial Standards of Procedure and Sub­
stance in Review of Student Discipline in Tax Supported Institutions 
of Higher Education,” 45 F.R.O. 133. (1967).8Goldberg v. Regents of University of California, 57, Cal.
Rptr. 463 (1967).
9Goldman, o.p. cit., p. 665.
10Ibid.
11Ibid., (Restatement, Torts 874, comments a. b (1939).
12Ibid., p. 671.
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Bailey, Stephen K. "Helping Professors (and Therefore Students) to 
Grow." Chronicle of Higher Education, May 28, 1974.
(Reprinted with the author's permission)
Colleges and universities tend to be incubators of anxiety for 
most professionals who work in and for them. "Sicklied o'er with the 
pale cast of thought" is more than a Shakespearean aphorism. It is 
an endemic academic tendency that, unless constantly fought and dis­
persed, casts a dark mist upon the groves of academe. This mist is,
I am sure, unevenly spread over particular institutions, departments, 
and areas of the country. But with new tensions created by tight 
budgets, internal governance struggles, and affirmative-action man­
dates, the mist of the moment is all but ubiquitous.
So many pictures, old and new, race through my mind:
- I see myself three decades ago sitting helplessly at the type­
writer knowing that my Ph.D. dissertation is only half finished, feel­
ing panic as nothing comes to mind as I try to find a beginning for 
Chapter VI, hating the entire system for forcing me back upon my own 
immaturity and ignorance.
- I see a 33-year-old colleague in the sciences, outpointed and 
put down in a department meeting by a junior colleague, sensing that 
never again would he be respected as a scientist and that the world 
has passed him by.
- I see a brilliant young humanist whose literary diet led him to 
view the universe with the jaundiced eye of 20th-century nibilism, 
and who ended up in his garage with a monoxide hose in his mouth.
- I see a sensitive political theorist, slightly drunk, accosting 
me in the lobby during an intermission of the Broadway production of 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, saying, "I bet nine-tenths of this 
audience thinks this play is pure fantasy;but you and I know better, 
don't we?"
- I see a sensitive, 50-year-old college-president friend of mine 
slumped over on his desk, dead from a heart attack provoked by 
student and faculty bullying.
- I see a brilliant young academic so appalled by the psychic 
violence and the sophistry of his colleagues that he took off 20 years 
ago for a Maine fishing village, where he has lived ever since.
- I see endless committee meetings at which trivia are fondled 
and important issues nibbled to death by contentious and anxiety- 
ridden colleagues.
- I see young faculty members so hurt or ignored by senior 
colleagues as to buy the friendship of young students with cheap 
grades and an involuted sycophancy.
- I see 45-year-olds, tired of teaching the same stuff, lacking 
the opportunity and the will to become updated, caught in a non­
transferable state pension system, sinking slowly into a permanent 
torpor relieved only by the bottle and somebody else's wife.
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- I see eager graduate-student minds stretching to capture the 
multi-disciplinary richness of a problem, told not to fritter away 
their time, and to settle for the demands of the departmental system.
These are not the only images I have of the world of higher educa­
tion. If they were, I should have jumped ship years ago. But there 
is far too much of this negative reality around, and unless we are 
careful, the anxieties produced by the increased firing of even 
tenured faculty, and the knowledge that there are no jobs elsewhere, 
will exacerbate the hostilities and the psychic withdrawals that 
already exist on too many campuses. The competition for security can 
make people mean.
During the '60's, when a sellers' market existed for both adminis­
trators and faculty, tensions or unhappiness on one campus could be 
relieved by an easy jump to another position in a different institu­
tion. Or, if the life of scholarship and teaching palled, one could 
aspire to a deanship or a college presidency or a resident director­
ship of an overseas outpost where the world could be saved with a 
tropical Collins in hand.
Now these opportunities for psychic relief are more and more dif­
ficult to find. Instead, faculties will be tenured-in for longer 
periods of time; fewer young people will join the staffs and provide 
the ginger of newness; administrators will see their leadership 
capabilities frittered away in endless negotiations with anxious and 
often preemptive faculty committees, union bargainers, trustees,task 
forces, student caucuses, and state budgeteers; timidity will spread 
a dull gray Linus blanket of tradition over every aspect of college 
life; student alienation will become endemic. A vicious cycle will 
have been created, for public and legislative support will wither, and 
this will exacerbate the very tendencies that led to public dis­
illusionment in the first place.
This is a possible--some would say a probable--scenario of the 
future. But it does not have to be. There are always of turning 
much of this around.
I do not have an elixir that will soften the necessity in the 
proximate years ahead of making hard and painful administrative and 
committee choices, many of which will be devastating to intimate 
colleagues. What I do want to repair to is this question: Is there 
a chance that the traumas of diminishing resources, disenchanted con­
sumers, and the seemingly impersonal requirements of imposed quanti­
tative analysis can be mitigated by attention to qualitative changes 
in the lives of all those associated with institutions of higher 
education? If we cannot save everyone, can we help those who remain 
to start growing again--especially faculty members and administrators?
I have a fairly simple theory. It is that what students take away 
in a positive sense from an institution of higher education is little 
more than the spillover of excitement and commitment that they observe 
in the adult models around them. If administrators, professors, and 
support staffs are made up of contentious cynics and spiritual zombies 
students and their financial mentors will develop a notion of the life 
of the mind that is finally expressed in the phrase, "Who needs it?"
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If, on the other hand, they find themselves surrounded by human 
beings who exude dedication and excitement in their own lives, an 
invaluable role model is created as young people are induced to re­
cognize the possibilities ofjoy in the options of continuing growth.
How can the juices of growth be stimulated in the adults who staff 
our colleges and universities? Part of the job belongs to the in­
stitution's president.
The great college administrator, in my estimate is one who under­
stands the relationship between helping adult colleagues to grow and 
helping students to grow. Just as the trustees need to worry about 
the president's mental and physical health, so he must be concerned 
with the health of those who share with him the major administrative 
tasks of managing the university: vice-presidents, provosts, business 
managers, personnel directors. Administrative sabbaticals; frequent 
short vacations for those who are impossibly pressed by tension and 
overwork; early attention to signs of irascibility and neurosis;a word 
of support and gratitude for a brave and decision; even more
important, a word of general support along with counsel when a specific 
matter has been clobbered; involvement of spouses in circumstances 
and ceremonials that give administrators a brief sense of status and 
worth; a demonstration of collegiality in the formulation of policies 
that involve the cooperation of administrators in their implementation; 
keeping ever alive the possibilities of promotion from within: these 
are some obvious ways of nurturing the growth of administrators.
A special word needs to be said about faculty members. The ideal 
professorial model, I suppose, is someone introspective and disciplined 
enough to find great psychic satisfaction in the lonely pursuit of 
new knowledge, someone secure enough to work effectively with others 
in team research and academic committees, someone gregarious enough 
to love students, someone articulate enough to do inspired teaching, 
and someone concerned enough to indulge in a variety of public ser­
vices. I have known very few of these renaissance types in my life. 
Most faculty members play one or two of these roles passably. Part 
of faculty anxiety is that realization ofthe ideal is so far beyond 
the reach of most of them. One of the psychic compensations used to 
be the deference that teachers received from students. Even though 
this was in part a deference of manners and prudence, it eased some 
of the hurt in faculty psyches from perceived inadequacies. Much of 
this has changed. Students are bolder, franker in their criticisms, 
less frightened by faculty sanctions. Today, they are as often an 
additional source of threat to faculty egos as they are sustainers 
of those egos.
How does one grow faculty members, or help them to grow?
One answer might well be to gain faculty support and cooperation in 
reconsidering the existing system of faculty committees. On many 
campuses, faculty committees have become metastatic--consuming up to 50 
to 60 per cent of a faculty member's time and vitality. Some com­
mittees, involving matters of curriculum and certain classes of per­
sonnel actions, are indispensable. But committees involving faculty 
members at multiple points in essentially management decisions on
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budgets, facilities, and parking spaces, can produce an organiza­
tional chamber of horrors. Even if the academic climate is presently 
unfriendly to a re-rationalization of administrative-faculty pre­
rogatives, encouraging professors to initiate such studies themselves, 
or raising such issues in terms of possibly favorable trade-offs in 
contract bargaining, may be of increasing importance if faculty members 
are to find additional time for themselves and their students.
Second, faculty lives can be freed if faculty members will face up 
to the desirability of new mixes of pedagogic arrangements and to 
the imaginative employment of new educational technologies. I commend 
to them the Carnegie Commission's report, The Fourth Revolution, 
which deals perceptively and creatively with the new technologies. 
Audio-visual and programmed-learning techniques can be used to stimu­
late individual student learning while reducing the burden of daily 
preparation on the teacher.
Third, based on faculty time and institutional money freed by the 
above, many opportunities can be opened up for enriching the lives of 
individual faculty members:
- Faculty members can be given temporary load reductions to work 
on a new course or an important area of research.
- Modular travel grants can be awarded to improve faculty oppor­
tunities to move, during a short or long vacation, to another country
or to another area of this country in order to refresh and update their 
knowledge about a particular course or part of an academic field.
- Mini-courses of one or two hours can be encouraged, enabling 
faculty members to try out new ideas in an experimental setting.
- The concept of the sabbatical can be reinstated and reinforced, 
recognizing that the knowledge explosion will rock all of us if our 
learned professionals are not given time to break away from what they 
are doing on a day-to-day basis.
- Colloquy and conference funds can be protected at all costs-- 
even when the trade-off may be the anguish of another firing.
- Teachers whose subject-matter has become obsolete can be re­
trained into cognate fields where demand is higher.
- Faculty members can be encouraged to work with the largely un­
tapped market of adult learners--working through non-traditional 
programs, finding fresh stimuli in a new pedagogic setting while 
helping the university with new tuition resources.
- Faculty members can refresh their spirits by using some of the 
time regained by devices suggested earlier for additional contact 
hours with individual students, many of whom hunger for better 
counseling and more effective academic guidance.
- Temporary faculty exchanges can be worked out with other in­
stitutions, to give tired teachers a new perspective and challenge.
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I HAVE ONLY SCRATCHED THE SURFACE. Many of these changes can take 
place in an atmosphere of decremental budgeting if we ask ourselves 
basic questions about effective resource allocation and the imagina­
tive use of educational technology; and if we recognize that even when 
general budgets are squeezed, government agencies and philanthropy 
are still looking for investment opportunities in human capital. 
Furthermore, a very few pioneering states like Florida are already 
setting aside funds from the state's overall higher education budget 
for staff development purposes.
Everything I have said to this point is ultimately directed, of 
course, at the welfare and growth of students. I do not know enough 
to say how to turn on the light of enthusiasm in students by direct 
action. Many of them today are in a perverse and unsettled mood.
And, of course, although students are central, they are also transient. 
My guess is that we do them our greatest honor and benefit by con­
sciously improving the quality of the institutions they attend: the 
quality of life of chancellors and presidents, of provosts and deans, 
of department heads and professors; the quality of academic standards 
and professional requirements. If we can do this, the great enter­
prises we represent will continue to flourish even during periods of 
financial retrenchment.
Stephen K. Bailey is vice-president of the American Council on 
Education. This article is adapted from an address he made to the 
Association of Governing Boards.
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